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Welcome to Cathy Graham’s floral world. In her second book, 
the acclaimed artist, host, and gardener presents a new  
series of floral creations. With her uniquely whimsical style 
and artful touch, Graham creates a variety of colorful designs 
for the table, home, and party. Brilliant bouquets are paired 
with Graham’s own watercolor artwork, and easy-to-follow 
step-by-step guides to creating delightful table settings 
and floral designs will inspire readers in designing their own 
creations. 

Graham creates a wide range of table settings, for occasions 
ranging from a simple lunch to a festive dinner party—each 
with myriad floral decorations. These colorful creations are 
accompanied by useful sidebars outlining her methods  
for arranging and selecting blooms—but also for making  
her singularly unique decor, including hand-painted pots and 
faux fruit trees.
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Drawing from her art background, Graham also presents a vari-
ety of collages, which range from fanciful, layered companion 
pages to labeled graphic floral photos with informative take-
aways on flower style, species, and arrangement. Taken 
together, these pages provide both a bevy of inspiration and 
accessible takeaways. Beginner floral arrangers and seasoned 
hosts alike will delight in her unconventional arrangements, 
expert tips, and informative guides, all sure to make any home 
more colorful.
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